
Machine vision solutions for 
food packaging inspection
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TriVision’s high-end machine vision systems are developed specifically to perform quality 

control for the food industry. With complete, automated inspection of food packaging, 

food manufacturers can meet stringent requirements and achieve important objectives:

High-end machine vision
for meeting stringent requirements

Food Manufacturers face
increasingly stringent requirements

Food manufacturers face increasingly stringent requirements. Consumer 

and retailer demand for excellence in foods products and packaging has 

never been higher. Laws and regulations require correct critical food safety 

markings on packaging and attention to reducing waste in the production 

processes is more important than ever, with new EU regulations on

sustainable production coming into force in 2021.

Combined with growth & profitability goals, these demands pose a  

challenging environment for food manufacturers, who must meet the 

stringent requirements of different stakeholders. 

Optimize production

Ensure quality

Reduce waste

Document quality

Increase OEE by reducing flawed products and down-

time using real-time data and intelligent production.

Eliminate errors in completed products with 

100 % quality control based on machine vision.

Reduce food loss, waste and environmental 

impact through production optimization.

Document the quality of all products using 

machine vision and data collection. 
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During seal inspection, the entire seal area of 

the packaging is analysed ensuring that the 

seals of approved packages are:

Seal Inspection

Intact seal of thermoformed packaging, sealed tray packaging and vacuum skin packaging 

is crucial in ensuring the quality and optimal shelf life of the packaged food products.

The sealing process can be compromised either by food contaminations, incorrect 

adjustments of the heating station or folded foils during production.

Free of food contamination

Free of welding errors

Free of foil folds

Present and intact
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By checking the artwork, i.e. text and graphic 

elements, on packaging’s labels or printed foil, 

TriVision’s systems ensure that all approved 

package labels or printed foil are:

Label and artwork inspection

Regulatory requirements, consumer demand and manufacturers’ commercial aspirations 

means that labelling and packaging must be visually appealing, perfectly intact and include all 

of the required information.

Label and artwork errors typically occur if the applied label rolls or printed plastic foils are 

incorrect, damaged or unreadable, or if labels or printed foils are misplaced, tilted or wrinkled.

Correct

Complete and intact

Legible

Correctly positioned and not wrinkled
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Correct and readable food packaging barcodes are crucial for manufacturers to do  

business efficiently, as barcodes make many commercial processes more efficient, such as  

inventory management, track & tracing and product handling throughout the supply chain.  

Our systems inspect barcodes on labels or barcodes printed directly on the packaging, 

e.g. printed on foil, and inspect both static barcodes and barcodes embedded with variable data. 

Barcode inspection

Barcode inspection ensures that all 

approved product barcodes are:

Correct

Readable

Positioned correctly
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Correct and visible date markings such as packed date and expiry date on food packaging 

are crucial in ensuring the quality of products stocked on shelves and for ensuring compliance 

with laws and regulations.

 

When date markings are printed directly on the packaging or its label, incorrect printer 

settings, nozzle issues or other printer issues can cause the date marking to be incorrect, 

unreadable or incorrectly positioned date.

Print inspection

TriVision’s print inspection method causes no 

false ejections while still ensuring that every 

date marking:

is correct and legible

is correctly positioned

contains the correct expiry date  

according to ERP system data  

contains the correct packed date 
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VisioPointer®

The system can inspect packaging labels and 

artwork, barcode and print on all sides and packa-

ging seals. This is possible with camera and light 

setups both above and below the system’s built-in 

conveyor belt.

VisioPointer®’s seal inspection makes the system 

the perfect solution for ensuring e.g. intact  

thermoformed packaging and sealed tray  

packaging, which is crucial in ensuring the quality 

and optimal shelf life of packaged food products.

The system can be configured to include side 

inspection, thus ensuring most thorough quality 

control of label and artwork, barcode and print on 

all sides of the packaging.

One system. Numerous inspection types.

Top, bottom and side inspection

LABEL AND ARTWORK 

BARCODE

PRINT

SEAL

With VisioPointer®, food manufacturers can perform thorough quality control 

of their packaging with numerous inspection types.

VisioPointer® inspections types
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VisioPointer® is a stand-alone, stainless steel 

unit. Its compact design and built-in  

conveyor belt means it is simple to install in 

most existing production lines.

With its own ejector mounted at the end of 

its built-in conveyor belt, the system ejects all 

products that are rejected because of flaws in 

the packaging from the production line.

VisioPointer® is operated using an  

integrated touchscreen. 

The operating software and interface are 

developed by TriVision to be intuitive and 

user-friendly.

The system’s production optimization  

module allows the operator to monitor 

errors, spot trends and make quick  

adjustments to minimize the number of 

flawed products, costs and down time.
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SmartInspector®

SmartInspector® is an integrated plug & play solution 

utilizing advanced machine vision for selected inspection types.

Advanced machine vision made simple.

Compact and minimalistic, SmartInspector® is 

simple to install and integrate into most 

production lines. Designed to be installed on  

existing conveyour belts of different widths, 

the unit is adapted to fits the specific 

conveyor belt perfectly, and is then mounted 

with brackets.

Like VisioPointer®, SmartInspector® is a  

stainless steel unit that is operated from 

a built-in industrial PC’s touch screen and 

comes with TriVision’s intuitive software & 

interface.

With its standard configuration, the 

SmartInspector® is equipped with one 

camera and light setop above conveyour belt 

level. This setup permits label and artwork, 

barcode and print inspection of the 

packaging’s top.

The system also comes in a configuration 

with an expanded camera and light setup 

inside the unit, permitting label and artwork, 

barcode and print inspection of the  

packaging’s sides. 

SmartInspector® inspection types

Top and side inspection

LABEL AND ARTWORK 

BARCODE

PRINT
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Adapted Inline
Our machine vision technology can also be 

utilized in an adapted inline solution when 

there is a lack of production line space or if 

the packaging has to be inspected inside the 

packaging machine.

With an adapted inline solution, the camera 

and light setup and sensors are placed in 

specific areas where there is minimal space, 

e.g. inside a packaging processing machine. 

The system is then operated from a separate 

cabinet with a built-in industrial PC and touch 

screen, using TriVision’s software & interface.

Top, bottom and side inspection

LABEL AND ARTWORK 

BARCODE

PRINT

SEAL

Adapted Inline inspections types
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Vision-based
production 
intelligence
A TriVision system not only serves as 

quality control system, but also as an  

optimization tool for food manufacturers 

through data collection of all its inspections. 

Operators and site management can easily 

utilize the data generated by the system. 

The system’s Production Optimization 

Module makes inspection data from recent 

and current production accesible on the 

screen, allowing operators to make quick 

changes to minize downtime and waste. 

Additionally, TriVision’s data analytics and 

documentation software provides extensive 

data and overall production intelligence, 

enabling site management to gain valuable 

insight and discover production trends, 

carry out optimization and improve OEE. 

With a Production Intelligence 

Agreement, site management can 

access production data through 

the TriVision online platform and 

receive frequent production 

reports, with statistics on OEE, 

uptime, rejected products, error 

types, cavity error distribution

and more.
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Service and support
for maximum uptime

Our support team helps our customers by 

ensuring their vision systems run smoothly 

during production all year round. We keep our 

customers’ systems in top condition and help 

to minimize maintenance downtime.

TriVision offers different service level agreements that are designed to 

meet the individual support requirements of our customers. We support 

our customers by providing:

Software upgrades and daily backup

Service checks

Quick remote support

On-site service

Recommended spare parts list
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TriVision A/S

Pakhusgaarden 16

5000 Odense

Denmark

+44 6315 4700

trivision@trivision.dk 

 

www.trivision.dk

MOBERGS Produktkontroll AB

Krusegatan 58

SE-212 25 MALMÖ

Sweden

+46-40 6808060

sales@mobergs.se 

 

www.produktkontroll.se

For sales in Sweden:


